Playgrounds
Specialised shade sail solutions for schools,
child care centres and parks

Shade sail solutions for schools
Custom designed and manufactured in WA
We are a Western Australian owned and operated family business
with more than 30 years of experience

Custom Design
Our products are designed to meet your specific needs including matching the colour scheme of
sails, webbing and posts to your school colours, and selecting the best sail size, shape, twist and
positioning to optimise shade coverage for the most desired time of day.

We offer a range of products specifically catered to school customers, including nursery
grade sails for vegetable garden projects, carpark sails for protecting staff vehicles from
the harsh sun and sail structures in school house colours that are ideal for community
events and school sports carnivals.

Maximum protection with minimum posts for carparks

Sails in school house colours for sports carnivals

Nursery grade shade cloth for vege gardens

Vibrant colours, optimised shade & max UVR blocking

Western Australia’s premier shade sail company
We recognise the importance of nature play spaces for the healthy
development of children and offer a range of products and services
that are tailored to meet the specific safety and quality requirements of schools

Safety
We work according to ASSA Standards and safe work method requirements for shade sail installation which comply with current legislation in
all Australian States and Territories .
We design and install all products according to engineering specifications and strictly observe regulations unique to playground construction
including keeping fall zones unobstructed and ensuring adequate clearance between the top of play equipment and shade sails.

Our Products
We use extra heavy duty knitted shade cloth supplied
by Polyfab Australia—a recognised world leader in the
manufacture of premium quality shade cloth fabrics.
The shade cloth is UV stabilized and provides shade and
UVR block factors of over 96% depending on choice of
colour.
All shade sails carry a 10-15 year UV warranty and are
sewn with thread that carries a 15 year warranty.
With 20 vibrant colours to choose from, we are confident that we can create a shade sail solution to match
your school’s colour scheme.

Shade sail maintenance and repair
Often overlooked,
shade sail maintenance is critical
to the life and appearance of the
product and to the prevention of
injury and property damage
Shade sails that are dirty or have a build up of mold become heavy and block the natural flow of
air through the fabric. This places unnecessary strain on the fixings and knitting of the sail and
reduces the lifespan of the product.
Shade sails that are tensioned with incorrect fixings or that have become slack over time are unsightly and dangerous. Slack shade sails are more susceptible to the wind which can cause irreparable stretching of the sail fibres resulting in ‘bubbles’ and the inability to correctly re-tension
the sail. This increased vulnerability to the wind also increases the risk of shade sails becoming
loose from anchor points which can cause serious injury and damage as fixings that remain

We also recommend that customers consider removing shade sails for
the winter months and make use of our maintenance program. Service
includes:


Removal of sails for winter



Safety inspection of fixings, anchors and posts



Inspection of sails for damage and deterioration



Cleaning and reconditioning of sails if necessary; the thread we
use for stitching is new to the market and holds a 15 year warranty



Bagging, tagging and storage of sails



Re-installation and tensioning before summer returns

Our comprehensive safety inspections
include written reports itemised according to
Australian safety standards

Unit 2/53 Biscayne Way
Jandakot WA 6164
Phone: 08 9417 7700
Email: aussieshades@iprimus.com.au
Web: www.aussiecoolshades.com.au

